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(Andrew D. Smith) bug 1027776 Launchpad bug 1027776 in asus-laptop (Ubuntu) "[regression] regression in battery life reporting on 12.10 beta 2" [High,Triaged] I am afraid to say that it's not high, since there are no steps to reproduce the bug J11: This channel is for official development releases, not for updates to the release. The next release is expected on the 21st of this month, #ubuntu+1 is the
support channel for 12.10. well, it's not the beta 2 but I can't know where this bug is if it's only in the beta 2 if it is in the beta 2 if it's only in the 12.10 alfa2 J11: I'm not sure what you mean by 'it's not the beta 2' if it's only in 12.10 alfa2 I said I don't know where it is, since I don't have steps to reproduce it J11: Its not a bug. The power management is only on if the hardware supports it. like the bug in
the mail of fedora users, which is not taken care bugzilla.redhat.com bug 724458 in power "Does not work to suspend computer after the battery state or ac power is removed" [Medium,Closed: kvm] J11: The Ubuntu development release is not a beta release, it's an alpha release. Hello, my screenshot tool doesn't work, it seems that gnome has trouble with a red border around the screenshot. I can crop
it, but it's very ugly. Does anyone know what might cause this? I understand that. I have just said that I don't know if this bug is in beta 2 or not and if it's only in beta 2 82157476af
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